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D130D preparing a paddock for sowing
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The BROOKFIELD® SUPERDRILL is a sowing rig with the added

capabilities of a CHAINBAR. It is the only seeding machine of its kind

in the world. With reduced capital investment and maximum return

on investment in mind BROOKFIELD® have developed the next

generation seeder.

Not Just a Disc Seeder
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Seeding wheat with SD150S-TR

WHEAT CANOLA LUPINS

Super-Seeding Tool of the future

SUPERDRILL

MORE INFO
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» Proven sowing in virtually any conditions

» Unmatched chemical/soil incorporation

» Sowing - cereals, lupins, canola, pasture, etc

» Seedbed preparation

» Lime incorporation

» Its not just any disc seeder - clean and

   simple with low maintenance and minimal

   running costs

» Huge trash flow capacity

“SUPERDRILL
 enables you to
look after your 

farm just like your 
vegetable garden”
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Post-harvest stubble management with SD110S

“SUPERDRILL 
is your entire 
soil management 
in the one tool”

» Agronomist recommended as the

   essential tool for the control of resistant

   weeds - ryegrass, black oats, fleabane,

   melons, feathertop, etc ...

» Disc chains and disc coulters - used together

   for superior stubble mulching

» Boost your organic soil carbon for ever

   increasing returns and benefits

» Retain your stubbles - put that goodness

   back into your soil

SUPERDRILL

Sowing Canola with SD150S-TR SD60S Seeding in NSW

MORE INFO
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Seeding wheat with SD110S

SUPERDRILL

The BROOKFIELD® SUPERDRILL is fitted with gangs of

4-6 coulters at 250mm (10”) spacing “standard” or the

option of 200mm (8”) or 300mm (12”). These 500mm

(20”) dia. coulters run on a 4o angle with a single bevel

for maximum penetration and trash flow.

A single hydraulic ram per gang is used to raise and

lower the gang, as well as give adjustable hydraulic

breakout pressure. The coulters have fine depth

control from 0mm - 125mm (0”– 5”) for varying

soil types, conditions & applications and are easily
adjusted by a single pin and a series of holes.

The stainless steel seed delivery tubes are height
adjustable, designed for accurate seed placement at
all depths, with individual spring loaded breakaway
for harsh conditions and to allow huge trash residual.

This versatile seeding system combined with the
proven capabilities of the BROOKFIELD® ChainBar
gives you the ability with the SUPERDRILL to plant
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MORE INFO

most broadacre crops including Cereals, Canola,

Lupins, Lucerne, Pasture, Lentils, Vetch, Peas and

more…. in all types of conditions, levelling the soil in

front seeding with the centre coulters and finishing

with the rear chains.

This unlocks the huge potential in your current

system, allowing you to perform stubble mulching,

weed control, soil levelling and product incorporation,

in fact your entire soil management in one tool.

The preparation tasks of a minimum or zero tillage
farming strategy, as well as your seeding, are rolled into
your new investment – BROOKFIELD® SUPERDRILL.

That’s right….all these integral operations
with one single and truly amazing machine –
Australia’s No.1 most versatile tillage machine
of the 21st century.
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SPECIFICATIONS

COULTER OPTIONS
500MM (20”) WAVY COULTERS (STANDARD)

500MM (20”) FLUTED COULTERS

SEED TUBE OPTIONS
25MM (1”) STAINLESS STEEL

32MM (1.25”) STAINLESS STEEL (STANDARD)

38MM (1.5”) STAINLESS STEEL

COULTER SPACING OPTIONS

4” - TWIN ROW
5” - TWIN ROW
6” - TWIN ROW

8” - SINGLE ROW
10” - SINGLE ROW
12” - SINGLE ROW

LIGHTS & SIGNS
FULL LED LIGHT KIT INCL. BEACON

OVERSIZE SIGN & FLAGS

ADD-ON KITS
SMALL SEEDS APPLICATOR

CHEMICAL APPLICATION KIT

TANK OPTIONS FITTING OF MOST TANKS AVAILABLE

TOW-BETWEEN TANK OPTIONS TOW-BETWEEN OPTIONS AVAILABLE

** WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE DESIGN OR PRICE WITHOUT NOTICE.  OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

MODEL
WORKING WIDTH HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENTS WEIGHT*

WITHOUT SEED-
BIN (TONNE)METRIC IMPERIAL 8” SPACING 10” SPACING 12” SPACING

SD60/SD60S 6.00M 19.69FT 198 180 162 9.3 - 10.5

SD90/SD90S 9.00M 29.53FT 297 270 243 10.5 - 11.5

SD120/SD120S 12.00M 39.37FT 396 360 324 13.7 - 16.9

SD150/SD150S 15.00M 49.21FT 495 450 405 15.8 - 19.5

HYDRAULIC COULTER BREAKAWAY - 300-1500 PSI (20-100 BAR).

*HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENTS MAY VARY DEPENDING ON CHAIN AND SOIL TYPE.

SUPERDRILL 
MODELS & SPECIFICATIONS



1800 774 274
www.brookfield.net.au

sales@brookfield.net.au


